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Topic 51: Final control work



Choose the correct verbs or adjectives to complete the sentences. 

1. We had a lazy day, sitting in deckchairs by the pool, ___ the sun.

a hanging out b soaking up c getting away

2. Young people often go travelling to find out about new cultures and ___ . It’s not escape or 

luxury they are looking for, but experience and knowledge.

a pamper themselves b get away from it all c broaden their horizons

3. The room in the hostel was really ___ . It was grey with no windows, a bad smell and cheap 

furniture.

a dingy b unspoilt c hospitable

4. Unfortunately, because of the landslide, the restaurant at the top of the mountain was ___ . 

You couldn’t get there because there was no road. 

a overcrowded b breathtaking c inaccessible

5. I like to throw away my guidebook and ___ the beaten track when I’m backpacking. 

a go away b go over c go off



Choose the correct verbs or adjectives to complete the sentences. 

1. It was a relaxing holiday – we were able to ___ our batteries before the long winter ahead.

a recharge b try c meet  

2. I want to relax and do nothing on holiday – I want to ___ it easy!

a take b do c go

3. The beach was far too busy and ___ . There were souvenir stalls and small gift shops 

everywhere.

a mind-blowingb commercialised c unique

4. The resort had a really ___ nightlife. There were loads of clubs and a party every evening. 

a vibrant b remote c run-down 

5. All the hotels were full, so there were a lot of people sleeping ___ on the beach. Some of 

them didn’t even have sleeping bags.

a over b light c rough



Circle the correct time conjunctions to complete the email.

Hi Josh,

I’m writing this email 1while / by the time we’re flying over the 

Atlantic Ocean on our way to the United States. There are some 

breathtaking views of the sea from the cabin window. We’re going 

to Florida on holiday. It should be really sunny there, but I’ve 

brought a raincoat 2immediately / in case it rains. We won’t know 

what the weather’s like 3until / after we get there. 4In case / If you 

have time, send me your new mobile phone number. I’ll give you a 

call 5the minute / on condition that we land.

Lots of love,

Sally



Circle the correct words to complete the sentences.

1. Our week / weekly visit to the library was cancelled because the 

place was being redecorated.

2. It takes rough / roughly half an hour to drive home from Sam’s 

house.

3. The expedition travelled deep / deeply into the Amazon rainforest.

4. I’m sorry I haven’t replied to your emails, but I’ve been ever so busy 

late / lately.

5. My grandparents live close / closely by. 

Vocabulary



Complete the story with the correct form of the phrasal verbs 

below. There are three extra phrasal verbs. 

come across     get around     get back     go off     pull up     set off     stop over     take in

The Hippie Trail

In 1967, my grandfather 1__________________ from London with two friends and 

travelled across Europe in an old van to Istanbul. On the way, they 
2__________________ in hostels and communes in Munich, Vienna and Belgrade. He 

was on the Hippie Trail – a popular backpacking route in the 1960s and 1970s for long-

haired hippies who wanted to 3__________________ the sights and sounds of different 

countries and cultures. From Istanbul, they travelled on through Iran, Afghanistan, 

India and Tibet. I don’t know how they managed to 4__________________ such 

incredible places in an old van with no guidebook, and on dangerous roads. But they 

did! And, when he 5__________________ to London, he had a thousand amazing stories 

to tell.


